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Beth takes readers through an in-depth study of the life and ministry of Jesus.- Jesus the One and
Only will encourage readers to pursue a love relationship with Jesus as their Savior based on a
belief in who Jesus is and the promises He has made.
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Most people will see the title, which is in Spanish and unless they read Spanish will go on to another
book. However, the product description and the blurb are in English and state that the book is in
English.I really like Beth Moore's contributions to growing faith and have several of her books and
DVDs in my library. Because she speaks clearly and helps others to find clarity I thought that this
confusion should be cleared up.

Lleno de hechos e informaciones de interÃ©s. Todo el mundo puede recoger un bocado, desde el
cristiano principiante al veterano estudiante de la Biblia.Full of interesting facts and information.
Everyone can glean a morsel, from the novice Christian to the veteran student of the Bible.

Anything she does is amazing- how she has time to apply any truths to real life when she is writing
so much is beyond my comprehension but I am grateful she shares her wealth of knowledge and
makes thing sweet and simple

I would recommend this book to any Spanish speaking women--or one who is trying to learn
Spanish language--Beth Moore is an excellent speaker/teacher of GOD'S word--- I have not read all
of the Beth Moore books that I have acquired---"yet" Thank you for sharing with me--

Just like Beth ,Jesus is the love of my life. If you have not experienced an intimatement relationship
with Jesus. This book will help, if you have it just confirms and reminds you why you love Him so
much.

I recommended 100%...Beth has a special way to help you live through the pages of the book of
Luke, with Jesus. It will touch and change your life, and you will want to read it again and again,

I must have purchased this by mistake since I don't speak Spanish. But I can tell you this, anything
by Beth Moore is wonderful! I am sure this is no exception.

I love all of Beth Moore's books and study guides. This was a free download, so I got it even tho its
not in English. I can use my translator to read it.
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